NORTHWESTERN AND TAIWAN 2021-2022

109 Students and Scholars from Taiwan at Northwestern

17 Undergraduate
56 Masters
31 Doctoral
5 Scholars*

*Scholars category includes visiting faculty, researchers, post-doctoral fellows and lecturers

0 Northwestern Students in Taiwan

Due to travel restrictions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, no Northwestern students studied abroad in Taiwan in 2021-2022. Prior to the pandemic, on average a dozen students studied in Taiwan annually.

PROGRAMS AND PARTNERSHIPS

Global Learning Office

National Taiwan University — International Chinese Language Program (ICLP): The one-year long program for undergraduate students is one of the oldest and most successful intensive Chinese language programs in the world.

McCormick School of Engineering

National Taiwan University — Global Engineering Trek (GET): Innovation & Hi-Tech: The 10-day innovation and technology immersion program for rising sophomores is based in Taipei, Taiwan.

Office of International Relations

National Taiwan University: In May 2021, Northwestern and NTU signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to exchange faculty, increase language offerings, and provide opportunities for undergraduate travel to Taiwan.

The Graduate School

The Ministry of Education in Taiwan: Annual scholarship for three Taiwanese PhD applicants to study at Northwestern for five years. Funding from the Ministry of Education in Taiwan covers 50% of the total cost.

~920 Alumni based in Taiwan
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